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Abstract: Investment decision-making based on aspects of sustainability is gaining importance among
organizations around the globe. In this context, there is a need for quality investment decisions,
which require sufficient knowledge among organizational managers about managing sustainability
information to achieve environmental objectives that meet stakeholder expectations. This has led to
the emergence of organizational performance measuring tools such as the Sustainability Balanced
Scorecard, which integrates the environmental perspective into the traditional Balanced Scorecard.
Using experimental research method, the objective of this study is to investigate the indirect effect of
Eco-efficiency knowledge and Sustainability Balanced Scorecard knowledge as mediators influencing
the relationship between Sustainability Balanced Scorecard types and their impact on environmental
investment decision-making. Findings of the current research are based on 60 respondents who were
randomly assigned to one of the following two types of Sustainability Balanced Scorecard architecture:
(1) environmental data embedded within the traditional Balanced Scorecard perspectives; and (2)
standalone environmental data as an additional fifth perspective along with the traditional Balanced
Scorecard architecture. The traditional Balanced Scorecard without any information on environmental
perspective is included in the experiment as the control condition. The findings indicate that the
combined effect of eco-efficiency knowledge and Sustainability Balanced Scorecard knowledge has
a significant positive influence on the relationship between the Balanced Scorecard type versus
Sustainability Balanced Scorecard type and environmental investment decision-making.

Keywords: sustainability balanced scorecard; experimental method; environmental investment
decision-making; eco-efficiency knowledge; sustainability balanced scorecard knowledge

1. Introduction

Environmental decision-makers are struggling mainly with social and political issues, which have
arisen due to the views held on how to properly conduct investment decision-making and what the
outcomes should be [1]. A broad consensus has been established that the Sustainability Balanced
Scorecard (SBSC) is one of the most effective tools in evaluating potential investments and initiatives
by better integration of the environmental, social and economic aspects of corporate sustainability
measurement and management [2,3]. The SBSC evolved from the traditional Balanced Scorecard (BSC).
SBSC types are generally organized in one of two ways: (a) sustainability data embedded within
the four perspectives scorecard; or (b) adding the sustainability perspective as an additional fifth
perspective to the scorecard [2].

Scholarly debate about SBSC types focuses on whether additional performance perspectives
should be used to address sustainability objectives or whether sustainability issues should be integrated
into the existing performance perspectives [4,5]. Corporate sustainability is increasingly becoming
a knowledge-based practice to improve the quality of sustainable development and environmental
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investment decision-making [6]. The SBSC was developed to support the corporate sustainability
effort, although there still exists a lack of clarity on what aspects constitute the SBSC and how to best
achieve it [7].

The incremental SBSC improvement has added new environmental data which requires
knowledge to transfer the data to the valuable information that could reduce resource intensity
and minimize the environmental impact of production; together with value creation. In this regard,
eco-efficiency is an improved measure of sustainability because it links environmental impacts directly
with some kind of economic performance [8] and it works as a valuable tool towards evaluating
investment opportunities [9,10].

However, inadequate knowledge regarding eco-efficiency processes such as a lack of knowledge
regarding the selection and composition of appropriate environmental data granularities and regarding
the model quality to improve investment decision-making [11] negatively influence the evaluation
of sustainability goals and their achievement [10]. The two types of knowledge established as being
important for environmental decision-making are eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge [9,12].
Eco-efficiency knowledge means the knowledge of all the processes related to the product lifecycle to
properly prioritize a list of likely interventions of efficient sources and to make better environmental
investment decisions to achieve a higher level of sustainability [13]. Furthermore, this knowledge
is also related to what people know and are concerned about regarding the natural environment,
their responsibilities towards environmental protection and the relationship between the economy and
sustainable development [14]. With eco-efficiency knowledge, decision-makers are expected to process data
(SBSC indicators), know what can be done about the environmental problems (action-related knowledge),
and understand the benefits and effectiveness of environmentally responsible actions [15] in enhancing
environmental investment decision-making.

Hence, knowledge of eco-efficiency indicators may guide managers to design products using
fewer environmentally harmful or resource-depleting raw materials which could significantly reduce
direct manufacturing costs and increase inventory savings [9]. Therefore, a better understanding of
the efficient use of environmental data will guide the appropriate use of SBSC measures to enhance
environmental investment decision-making [7].

For SBSC type knowledge, the lack of such knowledge is said to cause insufficient use of the SBSC
measurements [16]. SBSC proponents have also found that managers’ knowledge deficiency regarding
the unique measures (leading indicators) and common measures (lagging indicators) will confound
their decision- making [4,17]. As such, insufficient understanding of the SBSC metrics can negatively
affect decision-making. The level of knowledge and understanding of the SBSC metrics is likely to
influence how evaluators use common and unique measures to evaluate the performance [18].

Accordingly, weighting SBSC measures equally leads to SBSC disruption [19]. Dilla and
Steinbart [20] argued that each measure must be properly understood to achieve the targets of a
firm, as each business unit must acquire knowledge and receive training on the scorecard measures.
In this context, it is likely that the lack of knowledge on SBSC measures may pose obstacles for
the effective decision-making of managers, consequently seriously limiting their view of business
performance. An example of this is when supervisors evaluate the performance of managers using
the SBSC based only on common measures across different units and not on the measures that
were unique to particular business unit [17,21]. Extant literature on SBSC and eco-efficiency has
highlighted that knowledge about sustainable development may enhance environmental investment
decision-making [7,22]. However, there is a lack of literature that examines the impact of the mediating
role of eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge on the relationship between SBSC types and
environmental investment decision-making, signifying that this aspect may have been overlooked.

This study aims to examine the serial mediation effect of eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC
knowledge on the relationship between SBSC type and environmental investment decision-making.
With this aim in mind, this study employs the experimental method by building on work done
by Alewine and Stone [2], with the target experimental method being a between-subjects study
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(3 × 1). This study contributes to the SBSC type and environmental investment literature by providing
insights into how eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge contribute to achieving a firm’s
environmental objectives.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews relevant literature and proposes
hypotheses. Section 3 discusses the experimental method. Section 4 presents the results. Section 5
presents the discussion and conclusion.

2. Literature Review and Development of Hypotheses

In building the proposed framework, four interlaced bodies of literature were reviewed: SBSC type
and environmental investment decision-making; SBSC type and eco-efficiency knowledge; SBSC type and
SBSC knowledge; and eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge.

2.1. Sustainability Balanced Scorecard (SBSC) Types and Environmental Investment Decision-Making

Scholars have developed extended scorecard architectures under the name of SBSC [23],
possibly for two reasons: (1) to allow management to address goals in all three dimensions of
sustainability by integrating economic, environmental, and social aspects; and (2) the SBSC integrates
these three dimensions in a single integrated management system instead of a parallel system.
Based on these considerations, the SBSC differs from the balanced scorecard (BSC) explicitly by
recognizing sustainability-related objectives and performance measures and it is an appropriate tool
for integrating strategically relevant environmental, social, and ethical goals [24]. The SBSC measures
an organization’s performance from four or five perspectives, which are: financial, customer, internal
business process, learning and growth, and environmental perspectives [25].

Past scholarly works [26,27] have explored the relationship between the SBSC and decision
outcomes when analyzing environmental data. Epstein and Wisner demonstrated that integrating
social and environmental metrics into the scorecard outcomes group of benefits mainly helps managers
improve corporate decision-making and accountability by including both leading and lagging
measures of performance, as well as guiding senior managers to reposition their organizations towards
improved corporate responsibility [24]. Alewine and Miller [4] assert that the SBSC metrics have
a significant influence on the willingness of managers to incorporate environmental considerations
into investment decision-making. Kaplan and Wisner examined the effective use of environmental
data. Thus, they used experimental methods where the data manipulation included a four-perspective
scorecard in which environmental data were embedded within the traditional four-perspective and
a five-perspective scorecard in which the stand-alone fifth perspective was isolated and grouped
along with environmental data, so that the latter might lead to a less weighted decision compared to
spreading the data throughout the traditional perspectives. Their findings provide a guideline for
managers on the more effective SBSC architecture in which the environmental data was embedded
within the traditional perspectives [5].

Meanwhile, Alewine reviewed and synthesized the environmental accounting literature and
concluded that the experimental designs can help explicate the behavioral and cognitive processes that
underlie the effects of information displays on the successful and unsuccessful use of environmental
accounting information. Therefore, he confirmed that the data quality must be considered carefully
when constructing SBSCs. This was because it influences the evaluation effectiveness of environmental
decision-making [26]. This issue requires the awareness of the decision-makers that provide contexts
to the attribute being analyzed. The reason behind this is because analysing attributes that lack
this knowledge may lead to inaccurate assessments, improper weighting of the attributes, and,
consequently, inaccurate evaluations and decisions.

Jiangtao and Pin for one, sought to determine how the SBSC aids in evaluation and investment
decisions. They carried out an experiment to examine whether the environmental data integrated into
the BSC would change investment decisions, whether the presentation of the environmental data would
affect investment decisions, and why these factors produce different outcomes. The results indicated
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that participants chose the more environment-friendly investment option when the environmental data
were added as a fifth perspective [3]. Likewise, Alewine and Stone investigated the most influential
SBSC type that would impact investment decision-making and found in their experimental study that
investments undertaken in achieving environmental stewardship objectives were better with the SBSC
four perspectives whereby participants spent less time on them [2].

The studies discussed above are examples of an ongoing debate among scholars on which type
of SBSC architecture is the most effective when it comes to implementing management strategies
for achieving financial and environmental objectives [28]. However, these studies did not highlight
the role of environmental-related knowledge in the relationship between SBSCs and environmental
investment decision-making. Therefore, this study focuses on the influence of knowledge on the SBSC
type in terms of achieving environmental objectives.

2.1.1. The Role of Knowledge in the Relationship between Data and Decision-Making

Due to the fast-changing environment of today, businesses need strategies to examine whether all
the relevant information is available to the people who need them to make effective and more informed
decisions. Data alone does not lead to effective decision-making, as it has no inherent association
with the possible consequences of an action beyond its existing form. Information is defined as data
processed into a form that has meaning to the user and is of real or perceived value to current or
prospective actions or decisions [29].

Sarker and Burritt conducted an experimental research in the Australian offshore petroleum
industry to examine the effect of environmental accounting information on environmental investment
decision-making. Their results indicated that environmental accounting information has a more
significant influence on the willingness of managers to incorporate environmental considerations into
investment decisions [1].

The link between the information received by managers and the decisions taken by them is
influenced by the knowledge possessed by these managers [13]. Information without adequate
knowledge to synthesize the information into actionable plans will not translate into efficient and
effective decision-making [30]. Modern day tools and techniques used in managerial processes need to
be well understood by decision-makers to achieve their intended goals [4]. In fact, knowledge based
on expertise in the domain of the problem significantly affects how that information is processed for
better decision-making [31]. Therefore, successful organizations invest a sizeable amount of their
resources on the training and capacity building of their managers and employees. However, decision
making is the least developed process in the companies mostly because of the lack of awareness and
importance of explicit knowledge [10].

The lack of knowledge in implementing sustainability strategies can affect the outcomes of
environmental programs [32]. Thus, in this study, two types of knowledge that are important in
implementing sustainable strategy are examined. These two types of knowledge—eco-efficiency
knowledge and SBSC knowledge—may explain the relationship between the SBSC type and better
environmental investment decision-making. The next part of this study highlights the influences of
these knowledge types and how they will possibly mediate the relationship between the SBSC type
and environmental investment decision-making.

2.1.2. The Mediating Role of Eco-Efficiency Knowledge

Eco-efficiency has become a consistent tool towards the transition to sustainable development.
The efforts of eco-efficiency indicators have been used for comparative studies and decision-making,
providing better financial, environmental, and social performance [8,9]. However, Ehrenfeld asserted,
“if eco-efficiency is to become a useful indicator for determining choice, it must be coupled with other
indicators and tools” [33]. In this regard, various works [34–36] have highlighted a possible link
between the SBSC and eco-efficiency to influence decision-makers.
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Möller and Schaltegger discussed the relationship between the SBSC and eco-efficiency analysis.
They found that eco-efficiency is an instrument for estimating and controlling the appropriate key
performance indicators for two major aspects of sustainability; namely, environmental and economic
issues. Eco-efficiency analysis can be considered a bridge between the SBSC and environmental
management information systems, particularly those systems that rely on material and energy flow
analysis and life-cycle assessment approaches [35].

Ranđelović and Stevanović found that SBSCs are able to incorporate eco-efficiency by reducing
resource intensity, minimizing the environmental impact of production, and facilitating continuous
incremental improvement. They identified two approaches to integrate eco-efficiency into the SBSC
framework. The first is through the financial and non-financial variables in the SBSC. Items such as
specialized knowledge or quality of the process could be incorporated in the SBSC. The second is
including indirect economic outcomes of eco-efficiency. They found that eco-efficiency analysis can
play an important role in the selection of investment projects for sustainable development [37].

Moreover, literature has proposed a mathematical model to improve eco-efficiency that seeks to
support environmental decision-making and help managers to make trade-offs between green and
lean management practices which contribute to the reduction if the environmental negative impact of
companies and improvement of their economic performance [12]. Thus, eco-efficiency is considered
the goal of managerial decision-making in an environmental context because it reconciles the use of
capital and the efficient use of environmental resources. Figge and Hahn found that managers need
knowledge to expand the role of environmental efficiency considerations in business decision-making,
which can create sustainability value [38].

Lozano and Lozano highlighted that eco-efficiency could be used as a decision-making tool to
choose between transformation processes by combining the scientific and technical issues with the
economic ones. For instance, eco-efficiency analyses have been applied to compare two alternative
routes to convert residual biomass into energy or chemicals. For example, to reduce the energy
consumption and emissions at the industry level, it is important to better understand the factors that
influence these indicators in the various industrial sectors [39]. To perform these analyses, sometimes
detailed data and the application of models or methods are necessary to generate reliable and consistent
information to support making effective environmental investment decisions. Many industries are
global, so local analyses need to be complemented with an overall analysis of the global trends within
each specific industry [40]. Uhlman and Saling found that eco-efficiency analyses harmonize two of the
three pillars that a company must measure to manage and quantify sustainability. It can make strategic
decision-making along the entire value chain easier and it helps to produce innovative sustainable
products [36].

Based on several works of literature [9], it can be inferred that eco-efficiency indicators help
firms to monitor the level of achievement of environmental objectives at a glance. These indicators
generate feedback regarding the differences between environmental and economic aspects and help
focus attention on areas that require improvement. Hence, they provide the knowledge and learning
necessary to support effective environmental investment decision-making.

Furthermore, knowledge of eco-efficiency helps decision makers achieve quality environmental
investment decision-making [41]. In fact, eco-efficiency knowledge improves weak sustainability
performance, which should be understood in consideration for better environmental investment
decision-making [6]. There is a lack of studies that examine the impact of eco-efficiency knowledge on
environmental investment decision-making [10]. There appears to be no specific literature with
a comprehensive study of the mediating effect of eco-efficiency knowledge on the relationship
between scorecard types and environmental investment decision-making whilst emphasizing
sustainability aspects.

Thus, this is where the current study attempts to fill those gaps by introducing eco-efficiency
knowledge as a bridge to explain the different impacts of changing the BSC type to the SBSC type on
investment decision-making whilst prioritizing environmental aspects. This is because eco-efficiency
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interacts with the SBSC through the sustainability perspective. Therefore, it is hypothesized (Figure 1.
Hypothesis 1) that:

H1a: SBSC has a greater effect on the environmental investment decision-making when eco-efficiency
knowledge is introduced.

Understanding the impact of the SBSC with four perspectives and the SBSC with five perspectives
on environmental investment decision-making requires the introduction of specific knowledge
regarding environmental information. This is because this knowledge helps distinguish between
the influence of embedded and stand-alone environmental data on investment decision-making and
on how environmental accounting information gets processed to help ensure that the data are used as
intended in a decision setting [26].

However, the literature seems to have overlooked the examination of the mediating role of
eco-efficiency knowledge on the relationship between the SBSC types and environmental investment
decision-making. Therefore, the following hypotheses are posited (Figure 1. Hypothesis 1):

H1b: Eco-efficiency knowledge mediates the relationship between the SBSC types (four-perspective
versus five-perspective) on environmental investment decision-making.

Figure 1. Hypothesis 1.

2.1.3. The Mediating Role of SBSC Knowledge

An essential aspect of the SBSC is that it offers management with a holistic framework that
translates a firm’s strategy into a coherent set of performance measures. It links performance measures
with organizations’ strategic objectives [42]. SBSCs translate strategic objectives into actionable
measures to help organizations improve their performance. Thus, the employees’ understanding of
SBSCs is critical to facilitate the development and implementation process of SBSCs [43]. The better
the employees understanding of the firm’s strategy, the better they will be able to use strategically
linked performance measures to guide their decisions and actions [42].

Several studies [20,44] have observed how different aspects of SBSC knowledge could improve
organizational performance. Wu and Haasis asserted that knowledge is an enabler for the appropriate
application of SBSCs. They examined the embedded knowledge with the four consecutive perspectives
of SBSCs (learning, processes, stakeholders, and sustainability) [7]. Furthermore, they investigated
how knowledge of SBSC metrics that resided in the environment, people, processes, and stakeholder
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relationships made contributions to create value from top to the lower management and enhance the
decision-making quality to achieve environmental objectives.

Literature found that different ways of presenting information can lead to differences in the
organization of knowledge. Thus, SBSC knowledge is essential to make the use of SBSC seamlessly
and effectively. Their findings showed that the knowledge of SBSC measures had the most impact on
facilitating successful decision-making [16]. Consistent with recent studies, they have experimentally
explored how the SBSC format and reputation from the environmental performance come together to
influence performance evaluations. They found that a better understanding of how environmental
reputation and SBSC format interacted impacted decisions [4]. A lack of the SBSC measurements usage
knowledge may lead to inappropriate decision-making due to the fact that when organizations aim to
achieve environmental objectives by using SBSC, they must possess the knowledge on how to organize
environmental measures within the scorecard and how to analyze the sustainability information [28].

Another important aspect of SBSC knowledge is the common (the same across business units) and
unique measures (differing across business units) that are used to evaluate organizational performance.
Managers with limited knowledge in using SBSC types based their performance evaluations on
common measures across units and ignored any unique strategy measures of each unit [17,21].
Dilla and Steinbart found that after participants had training and experience in designing SBSCs,
those who were knowledgeable about the SBSC emphasized both common and unique measures [20].
Kang and Fredin evaluated the performance of two managers under either feedback or non-feedback
conditions and found that when evaluators were given task property feedback—a form of cognitive
feedback—they tended to use more unique measures than if they were not given any feedback
information. This feedback led to better decision-making [44]. Thereby, this study asserts that sufficient
knowledge of SBSC measurements has a rigid effect on performance evaluation.

SBSC knowledge helps provide insights into how and when parts of scorecard data
should effectively be integrated into decision-making. This includes environmental investment
decisions. Therefore, managers who do not possess sufficient SBSC knowledge may make poor
investment decisions. Based on this literature, this study hypothesizes that SBSC knowledge will
increase awareness of the SBSC type measures that will lead to better environmental investment
decision-making [19]. Moreover, SBSC knowledge can reduce the confusion between SBSC types,
since increasing the quantity of information in a five-perspective SBSC may increase the chance of
an information overload more than the information in a four-perspective SBSC [2]. The following
hypotheses are proposed as represented in Figure 2. Hypothesis 2).

H2a: SBSC knowledge mediates the relationship between the BSC versus SBSC and environmental
investment decision-making to achieve environmental objectives.

H2b: SBSC knowledge mediates the relationship between the SBSC type (four-perspective versus
five-perspective) and investment decision-making to achieve environmental objectives.
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Figure 2. Hypothesis 2.

2.1.4. The Serial Mediating Role of Eco-Efficiency Knowledge and SBSC Knowledge

The previous sections discussed the idea that eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge
could individually mediate the relationship between the SBSC type and environmental investment
decision-making that aims to achieve environmental objectives. However, it is unclear whether
eco-efficiency knowledge could subsequently influence SBSC knowledge and whether these variables
could function together as mediators to increase the influence of the SBSC type on environmental
investment decision-making. The following literature suggests that eco-efficiency knowledge may
have an effect on the SBSC knowledge.

Ullah and others found that integrating both economic and environmental information
may help increase SBSC knowledge [45]. Figge and Hahn investigated a causal relationship
between the economic value creation and environmental impact that influenced sustainable value
creation [38]. Alewine also stated that a better understanding on the part of the decision-maker of
the processing of non-environmental information would be conducive to environmental investment
decision-making [26]. Therefore, eco-efficiency knowledge can be considered a bridge between the
SBSC type and SBSC knowledge.

Consequently, based on the knowledge-based information (KBI) [30], the current study proposes
that eco-efficiency knowledge provides information to assess and control the SBSC type measures
by interpreting efficiency in each measure. This type of information strengthens environmental
awareness and improves the SBSC measurements usage for better investment decisions that emphasize
environmental objectives. This knowledge could also have an effect on the BSC versus SBSC and the
investment decision-making that emphasizes environmental objectives. The reason behind this could
be due to the fact that organizations can use the SBSC for eco-efficiency knowledge to link between
the conventional BSC and corporate environmental accounting systems [35]. Hence, the effect of the
eco-efficiency effectiveness may be clearly observed due to the absence of the traditional BSC. Thus,
this study proposes the following hypotheses represented in Figure 3. Hypothesis 3).

H3a: BSC versus SBSC leads to better investment decisions that achieve environmental objectives
through increased eco-efficiency knowledge, which consequently leads to increased SBSC knowledge.
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H3b: The SBSC type (four-perspective versus five-perspective) has an effect on the investment
decisions that achieve environmental objectives through increased eco-efficiency knowledge, which
consequently leads to increased SBSC knowledge.

Figure 3. Hypothesis 3.

3. Methods

This study deploys experimental research design building upon the work of [2].
A between-subjects experimental study was used to investigate whether eco-efficiency knowledge
and SBSC knowledge affected the direct relationship between BSC architectures (traditional
four-perspective BSC, four-perspective SBSC, or five-perspective SBSC) and environmental investment
decision-making. The procedure and instruments used in this study were adapted from [2].
The experimental manipulation was conducted based on the two different SBSC types mentioned
earlier. The traditional BSC architecture represented a control group with four perspectives, which
were: financial, customer, internal business, and learning growth. For the SBSC type, there was
a four-perspective SBSC and a five-perspective SBSC architecture. The former had environmental
data embedded into the traditional four perspectives, while the latter contained the traditional four
perspectives and environmental concerns as a stand-alone fifth perspective. The participants were
randomly assigned to one of the three experimental conditions. In this study, the participants applied
four metrics for each perspective, derived from [17,46,47].

In total, 71 postgraduate students participated. This number of participants was precisely
chosen according to suggestions by Hair and others who stated that the most acceptable way of
determination in an experimental research is with a 10:1 ratio (10 samples for one variable) [46].
Of those, 60 participants (80%) completed the instrument. The remaining participants, with incomplete
answers, were discarded. The number of female students (55%) exceeded that of male students
(45%). The participants were mostly between the ages 20 and 34 (62%). The mean work experience
of the participants was 2.5 years, while most (65%) of the participants had more than three years
of experience.

First, the participants were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions. Next, they were
required to complete a demographic section which requested the following information: years of work
experience, age, gender, tertiary education, and any past accounting courses taken at a tertiary level.
The participants were also required to provide an e-mail address and were given a raffle ticket to
participate in a draw. Five winners from the draw were awarded prizes. Next, the participants were
given a summary of how the eco-efficiency concept is linked to an organization’s strategic objectives
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and tested on their understanding of this information. They were also given a summary of how the
SBSC concept is linked to an organization’s strategic objectives (environmental information was not
introduced at this stage) and tested on their understanding of this information. Both of the tests
conducted above are further explained in Section 3.1.

Then, the participants were required to assume the role of the manager for a hypothetical
organization—Company ABC. As managers, they had to decide how to allocate $20 million to
two proposed investment projects (Investments A and B). The amount of money invested in
each project had to be aligned with the company’s two strategic objectives: financial success and
environmental stewardship. Additionally, the participants were given the SBSC instrument which
contained four or five perspectives (depending on the randomized condition presented to them).
Each perspective contained four measurement metrics. Table 1 presents these perspectives and their
measurement metrics.

Table 1. The measurement metrics for each perspective in the three traditional Balanced Scorecard
(BSC) type manipulations.

Perspective Metrics

Financial

• Return on Investment
• Annual cash flow increase
• Sales growth
• Payback period

Customer

• Customer satisfaction rating
• Percentage of sales to new customers
• Customer referrals
• New product offers to customers

Internal Business Processes

• Time to process customer order
• Annual number of stock outs for an order
• On-time deliveries as a percentage of all deliveries
• Time to launch new products to market

Learning and Growth

• Employee turnover
• Number of employee training certifications
• Employee satisfaction
• Annual production employee work-related accidents

Environmental

• Energy cost savings
• Number of community complaints about the company’s pollutant emissions
• Annual tons of nitrogen dioxide emissions
• Number of training hours per factory employee for environmental emergency responses

Note: The BSC condition only contains four perspectives: financial, customer, internal business, and learning
growth. The environmental perspective was only included in the SBSC condition as its fifth perspective. In the
four-perspective SBSC condition, the four metrics in the environmental perspectives were distributed into the
traditional four perspectives as follows: an energy cost savings metric was included in the financial perspective;
the number of community complaints about company pollutant emissions metric was included in the customer
perspective; the annual tons of nitrogen dioxide emissions metric was included in the internal business processes
perspective; and the number of training hours per factory employee for environmental emergency responses metric
was included in the learning and growth perspective.

Under each metric (presented side by side), the company’s goals for each metric and projected
metric values for Investments A and B were included. The projected metric values for the two
investment projects differed. One investment showed projected metric values that would achieve
better financial goals, and the other showed values that would better achieve environmental goals.
Specifically, one investment project would achieve three of the four metrics in the financial perspective,
whereas the other project would only achieve one of the four financial metrics. For the environmental
metrics in the SBSC conditions, the investment project that was better at achieving financial metrics
would only achieve one of the four environmental metrics, whereas the investment project that was
worse at achieving financial metrics would achieve three of the four environmental metrics. For the
projected metric values in the customer, internal business, and learning growth perspectives, both
investments were equally attractive and were projected to not influence the participants’ evaluation of
the two investments. This case was designed to create a tension between the two strategic objectives
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(financial success and environmental stewardship) of a hypothetical Company ABC [2]. The instrument
for this study took approximately 10–20 min to complete.

3.1. Measurement of Variables

BSC and SBSC type. There were three sets of conditions (20 respondents in each condition):
a four-perspective BSC, a four-perspective SBSC, and a five-perspective SBSC. The perspectives in
the four-perspective BSC were financial, customer, internal business, and learning and growth, with
no environmental perspective. The four-perspective SBSC condition embedded the environmental
perspectives within the traditional four-perspective scorecard. The five-perspective SBSC had the
traditional four-perspective scorecard and the environmental perspective as a stand-alone fifth
perspective. The measures for the SBSC type was based on Alewine and Stone [2]. Their measurement
was based on various scorecard research such as [17,47,48]. Based on the sequence in [2], a value of
one was given to the four-perspective BSC conditions, a value of two to the four-perspective SBSC
conditions, and a value of three to the five-perspective SBSC conditions.

Eco-efficiency knowledge. The participants were given a summary of how the eco-efficiency
concept is linked to an organization’s strategic objectives. Then, they were tested on this understanding.
Eco-efficiency was measured using six true/false questions that had been adopted from literature [41].
The participants were given a value of zero for incorrect answers and a value of one for correct answers.
Two questions were dropped because of low inter-item correlation.

SBSC knowledge. The participants were given a summary of how the SBSC concept is linked
to an organization’s strategic objectives. Then, they were tested on this understanding. The SBSC
knowledge was measured using four true/false questions that had been adopted from Alewine and
Stone [2]. The participants were given a value of zero for incorrect answers and a value of one for
correct answers.

Environmental Investment Decision-making. To measure investment decision-making, the
participants were asked to indicate amounts between $0 and $20 million for the two investment
projects: Investments A and B. For the four-perspective scorecard conditions, Investment B was seen as
the superior financial alternative to Investment A, whereas in the four-perspective and five-perspective
SBSC conditions, Investment A was seen as the superior environmental alternative.

3.2. Testing Serial Mediators

The model with two serial mediators was tested using Hayes’ PROCESS macro [49]. PROCESS is
a computational tool for SPSS that can be used for mediation analyses. It utilizes an ordinary least
squares logistic regression-based analytical framework to estimate the direct and indirect effects in
mediator models. Additionally, the macro applies bootstrap methods of 5000 samples to estimate
the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals and makes inferences about the indirect effects in
mediation models. As the PROCESS macro provides a formal test of indirect effects, it is suited for the
serial multiple mediation model deployed in this study.

4. Research Results

Manipulation check questions related to perspectives were included in the scorecard. Twenty-two
participants did not identify the number of perspectives correctly on the scorecard. The same results
were obtained after excluding those participants who failed this manipulation check question.

To test the effect of the SBSC types on environmental investment decision-making, serial multiple
mediation analyses were run. Figures 4 and 5 represent the tested serial multiple mediation model
for the BSC versus SBSC and the SBSC type (four-perspective versus five-perspective), respectively.
The c-path in the model includes the direct effect of the BSC versus SBSC on environmental investment
decision-making, independent of the effect of the mediators (c1) and the total effect of the BSC versus
SBSC on environmental investment decision-making that attempts to achieve environmental objectives
(c), which is the sum of the direct effect and the indirect effect via the mediators [49].
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Figure 4. A serial multiple mediation model with eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge as
proposed mediators of the influence of the traditional Balanced Scorecard (BSC) versus Sustainability
Balanced Scorecard (SBSC) on environmental investment decision-making. Notes: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01,
*** p < 0.001.

Figure 5. A serial multiple mediation model with eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge as
proposed mediators of the influence of SBSC types on environmental investment decisions. Notes:
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

The total effect remains c1 = 2.900 (p < 0.001), as it is not influenced by the variables that are
proposed as intervening between the BSC versus SBSC (BSC: n = 20, mean = 9.050, SD = 2.742) (SBSC:
n = 40, mean = 11.950, SD = 3.281) and investment decisions that achieve environmental objectives.
The direct effect of c′1 = 0.102 is not statistically significant (p = 0.941). One specific indirect effect is
not significant, however, there are two specific indirect effects that are significant, as evidenced by the
bootstrap confidence intervals that do not contain zero. The first indirect effect, H1a, is not significant.
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It carries the effect of the BSC versus SBSC through eco-efficiency knowledge only, bypassing SBSC
knowledge. This indirect effect is the product of a1 = 0.825 and b1 = 0.263, with a 95% bootstrap
confidence interval of −0.457–1.396. Eco-efficiency knowledge did not have any effect on the BSC
versus SBSC and this did not result in better environmental investment decision-making, independent
of SBSC knowledge. Therefore, H1a is not supported.

The next indirect effect, H2a, flows from the BSC versus SBSC directly to the SBSC knowledge
and then to investment decisions that achieve environmental objectives, bypassing eco-efficiency
knowledge, and is defined as the product of a2 = 1.116 and b2 = 1.876, with a 95% bootstrap
confidence interval of 0.328–4.439. Therefore, for those who were given SBSCs with the environmental
aspects and who had more SBSC knowledge (1.116 units more) than those who were not given
SBSCs, this increased the SBSC knowledge associated with better investment decisions that achieved
environmental objectives, independent of eco-efficiency knowledge. Hence, H2a is supported.

The last indirect effect of the BSC versus SBSC passes through both the eco-efficiency knowledge
and the SBSC knowledge, which is H3a. It is estimated as the product of a1, a3 = 0.313, and b2, with a
95% bootstrap confidence interval of 0.020–1.953. Greater eco-efficiency knowledge resulting from the
BSC versus SBSC translated into an increased SBSC knowledge, which in turn led to better investment
decisions that achieved environmental objectives. Hence, H3a is supported. Thus, the evidence is
consistent with the claim that eco-efficiency and SBSC knowledge influences the relationship between
the BSC versus SBSC and investment decisions that achieve environmental objectives, indirectly
through two of the three pathways.

The direct effect of c’1 = 3.121 is statistically significant (p = 0.03), for it is not affected by
the variables that are proposed as intervening between the SBSC type (four-perspective versus
five-perspective) (four-perspective SBSC: n = 20, mean = 11.000, SD = 1.025 or the five-perspective
SBSC: n = 20, mean = 13.100, SD = 4.228) and investment decision-making that achieves environmental
objectives. Two specific indirect effects are not significant. However, one specific indirect effect is
significant, as evidenced by the bootstrap confidence intervals that do not contain zero. The first
indirect effect, H1b, is not significant. It carries the effect of the SBSC type (four-perspective versus
five-perspective) through eco-efficiency knowledge only, bypassing SBSC knowledge. This indirect
effect is the product of a1 = 0.500 and b1 = 0.611, with a 95% bootstrap confidence interval of
−1.132–0.232. Eco-efficiency knowledge did not have any effect on the SBSC type and this did
not result in better investment decision-making that achieved environmental objectives, independent
of SBSC knowledge. Therefore, H1b is not supported.

The next indirect effect, H2b, flows from the SBSC type (four-perspective versus five-perspective)
directly to the SBSC knowledge and then to investment decision-making that achieves environmental
objectives, bypassing eco-efficiency knowledge. It is defined as the product of a2 = −0.491 and
b2 = 1.300, with a 95% bootstrap confidence interval of −1.639 to −0.141. Therefore, those who were
given SBSC with five perspectives and had more SBSC knowledge made better investment decisions
that achieved environmental objectives. H2b is supported.

In contrast, the last indirect effect of the four-perspective versus five-perspective SBSC passes
through both the eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge, which is H3b. It is estimated as
the product a1, a3 = 0.117, and b2, with a 95% bootstrap confidence interval of −0.267–0.061. Thus,
the combined effect of eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge had no effect on the relationship
between the SBSC type (four-perspective vs. five-perspective) and investment decision-making that
achieved environmental objectives. This leads us to conclude that H3b is not supported.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The purpose of the current study is to investigate whether eco-efficiency knowledge and
SBSC knowledge mediate the relationship between the BSC versus SBSC or the SBSC type
(SBSC four-perspective versus five-perspective) and environmental investment decision-making.
Our findings lead us to conclude that eco-efficiency knowledge alone does not mediate the relationship
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between the BSC versus SBSC (H1a), the SBSC type (SBSC four-perspective versus five-perspective)
(H1b) and investment decision-making that aims to achieve environmental objectives. This result
is inconsistent with the findings of literature [39] that proved that increasing the knowledge of the
efficient use of capital and environmental resources guides better decision-making, thereby asserting
that it is essential that information should be managed properly to enhance eco-efficiency knowledge
for better investment decision-making [13]. This conflicting result may be because knowledge of the
efficient use of the process is not enough to interpret the data from the BSC and SBSC types unless it is
combined with a knowledge of the SBSC architecture as well (e.g., [28]).

In relation to the SBSC knowledge, this study confirms the findings of prior studies (e.g., [5,7,20,44])
which observed that knowledge of SBSC measures impacts the weight of investment decision-making that
places importance on environmental performance. This knowledge, as predicted, improves the relationship
between the BSC/SBSC types and environmental investment decision-making by enabling proper attention
to be given to the different SBSC measures, (H2a and H2b). Thus, decision-makers who have no innate
knowledge of the complex environmental measures may struggle to evaluate the decision relevance of such
complex measures. Hence, there is a need for managers to have sufficient knowledge of SBSC measures and
design to make good environmental investment decisions. SBSC knowledge also reduces the confusion of
SBSC types by enabling the SBSC metrics to stand out by recognizing the most appropriate SBSC measures
when choosing between alternatives (for example, the Common and Unique measures) [4].

The combined effect of eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge significantly influences
the relationship between the BSC versus SBSC and better investment decision-making that achieves
environmental objectives, (H3a). This is because eco-efficiency knowledge stands to expresses a
relationship between the positive and negative effects of a decision. Besides that, eco-efficiency
knowledge reflects the trade-offs between the economic and the environmental business performances
and can be used to promote improvements along the value chain and the sustainability of products,
processes, and services [12], which in turn facilitates an increase of SBSC knowledge. However,
these knowledge combinations did not have an impact on the relationship between the SBSC type and
environmental investment decisions (H3b).

A reason for this result could be due to the way that environmental interrelated knowledge
functions when changing from four to five SBSC perspectives and the way it has an impact on
environmental investment decision-making. Since the literature has found that the way that the SBSC
data are presented has different levels of influence on the decision-maker to make environmental
decisions which require knowledge based on experience and practices instead of academic knowledge,
Frick and Wilson [15] argued that different forms of environmental knowledge do not work together
unless knowledgeable participants are included. Therefore, this result could be quite motivational
for researchers to conduct experimental methods with people such as a manager who have sufficient
knowledge of SBSC architecture and knowledge related to environmental issues to examine the serial
mediation effect of eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge on the relationship between SBSC
type and environmental investment decision-making and to compare the results to each conclusions
which is necessary for successful environmental investment decision-making.

Consistent with previous research (e.g., [12,38,48]), eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge
both influence environmental investment decision-making. This theory may be useful in explaining
how environmental investment decision-making processes evolve with the increasing knowledge of
eco-efficiency processes and SBSC metrics.

Consequently, this study can be useful in understanding the effect of knowledge, particularly
eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge, and in explaining the association between the BSC
versus SBSC and investment decision-making that achieves environmental objectives. The results of
the mediation effects show that appropriate sequential implementation of eco-efficiency knowledge
and SBSC knowledge may enable manufacturers to reap environmental, economic, and investment
benefits. In addition, its guide as a decision maker depends on the SBSC architecture (four or five
perspectives) to achieve a better investment decision that achieves environmental objectives.
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Based on this study, it can be concluded that knowledge on the quality of performance evaluation
is essential to enhance investment decision-making and achieve environmental objectives. A lack of
effective knowledge on the efficient use of environmental information and SBSC type can negatively
affect the outcomes of environmental investment decisions. Thus, the current study uses the
experimental method to demonstrate the role of eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge in
the relationship between SBSC types and environmental investment decision-making that emphasize
environmental objectives. The results indicate that the direct proportional relationship between SBSC
types and environmental investment decision-making is most significant with the presence of both
eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge. Meanwhile, the indirect impact of eco-efficiency
knowledge and SBSC knowledge on the direct effect of SBSC type and environmental investment
decision-making has not been seen. This is perhaps because eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC
knowledge are not specified as a set of measurements.

This study has certain limitations. Firstly, in determining the scope of the study, motivation by a
real-world phenomenon is challenging. It can be difficult to identify appropriate measures for a certain
construct. This study measured the SBSC knowledge by using four true/false questions that were
adopted from [2] and six true/false questions that were adopted from [41] to examine eco-efficiency
knowledge. These questions may not have addressed the different aspects of eco-efficiency knowledge
and SBSC knowledge. The reason behind this is simply because knowledge is quite a broad aspect and
thus the number of questions that have been used in the current study may not have been enough.
Measuring knowledge requires a greater variety of questions to increase the reliability of the results
obtained. However, there is an unavailability of studies that measure eco-efficiency knowledge and
SBSC knowledge that could be adopted from. Thus, there is need to develop this study’s scales with
more aspects to measure the individual’s knowledge of eco-efficiency and SBSC and figuring out
its outcomes.

Another limitation of this study is that the participants were postgraduate students with very low
levels of knowledge about the SBSC utilization in the real world and, probably, with no experience
at all on allocating such an amount of money into competing projects. If the same experiment were
conducted on participants who were experienced managers that utilize these tools in their work and
are familiar with these concepts in their daily decision-making, the results could be improved.

Furthermore, this study adds to the SBSC and environmental investment literature [2] by
examining how eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge impacts the relationship between the
outcomes in a sustainability scorecard type context and environmental investment decision-making.
Regarding the implication for the practice many organizations tend to adopt new ideas without
providing adequate levels of training to their operational decision makers. Hence, a superficial
understanding of concepts such as Eco Efficiency and SBSC architecture may not be able to link SBSC
with decision-making that are geared towards fulfilling environmental objectives. Furthermore, the
testing of the two mediators, Eco efficiency knowledge and SBSC knowledge, has practical significance
because organizations would then realize that gearing up the depth and breadth of their managerial
training programs is likely to create significantly higher results.

Further research may be contributed by answering which type of SBSC has more impact
on environmental decision-making with the introduction of eco-efficiency knowledge and SBSC
knowledge as mediators, as well as other factors such as risk management that may ultimately impact
the evaluative effectiveness of decisions involving environmental accounting information to bring to
conclusion the current debate regarding SBSC architecture [50].
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